Cranial scintigraphy: value of adding emission computed tomographic sections to conventional pertechnetate images (512 cases).
A prospective trial was carried out to assess the contribution made by a radionuclide transverse-section view to conventional radionuclide scans of the brain. Each set of scans was reported by two independent teams of observers, but only one team viewed the tomography section. An abnormality rating was used to decide whether a set of scans was positive or normal. The reports for 512 patients were analyzed and compared with the final independent diagnosis. Greater accuracy of diagnosis with the section view was significant at the 0.1% level; the results showed that failure to detect tumors was almost halved while there was a 16% improvement for the detection of infarcts. Abnormality ratings were also used to plot ROC curves and rating curves; these showed that the addition of the tomographic view increased markedly the proportion of true positives without any increase in the proportion of false-positive reports.